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Abstract. Anthropogenic influences on earth system pro-
cesses are now pervasive, resulting in trends in river dis-
charge, pollution levels, ocean levels, precipitation, tempera-
ture, wind, landslides, bird and plant populations and a myr-
iad of other important natural hazards relating to earth system
state variables. Thousands of trend detection studies have
been published which report the statistical significance of ob-
served trends. Unfortunately, such studies only concentrate
on the null hypothesis of “no trend”. Little or no attention
is given to the power of such statistical trend tests, which
would quantify the likelihood that we might ignore a trend
if it really existed. The probability of missing the trend, if it
exists, known as the type II error, informs us about the like-
lihood of whether or not society is prepared to accommodate
and respond to such trends. We describe how the power or
probability of detecting a trend if it exists, depends critically
on our ability to develop improved multivariate deterministic
and statistical methods for predicting future trends in earth
system processes. Several other research and policy implica-
tions for improving our understanding of trend detection and
our societal response to those trends are discussed.

1 Introduction

Human impacts on the earth system are now so widespread
that it is difficult to find a location that is not impacted by
the interaction among human and natural earth system pro-
cesses (Palmer, 2004; Vörösmarty et al., 2004; Barnosky et

al., 2012; R̈ockstr̈om et al., 2009). Human impacts are caused
by population growth along with its associated resource con-
sumption, habitat transformation and fragmentation, energy
consumption and production and their associated impacts
on earth and atmospheric processes (Barnosky et al., 2012).
Röckstr̈om et al. (2009) define planetary boundaries as the
safe operating space for humanity with respect to biophys-
ical processes within the earth system. They argue that hu-
man impacts are now so pervasive that at least three of nine
planetary boundaries have now been crossed, relating to cli-
mate change, biodiversity loss and the nitrogen and phospho-
rus cycles. Most fields relating to natural hazards and earth
system science now have review articles devoted to trends
which have been observed in the dozens of key state vari-
ables of interest which have been tracked over time. “The
only way to figure out what is happening to our planet is
to measure it, and this means tracking changes decade after
decade, and poring over the records (Keeling, 2008)”. Bet-
ter understanding and prediction of trends in natural hazards
and earth system state variables is crucial for helping our so-
ciety make good decisions which may lead to preparedness
in countering trends. For example, understanding trends in
demographic, climatic and hydrologic variables is central to
enable society to make sensible investments in infrastructure
in order to protect against future inland and coastal flood haz-
ards within a local and global earth system which is subject
to continuous restructuring and evolution. Many other anal-
ogous examples could be given for other earth system state
variables.
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Studies which seek to identify trends in natural hazards
and earth systems signals are now widespread, including
river discharge, ocean levels, landslides, bird and plant pop-
ulations, temperature, snow cover, precipitation, wind, and
air, soil and water pollution levels as well as many other im-
portant earth system state variables. All of the many previ-
ous studies we have reviewed that have sought to determine
whether a trend exists in earth system processes have em-
ployed a null hypothesis,Ho, of no trend and most have cho-
sen an associated significance level ofα = 0.05. A signif-
icance level of 0.05 implies that if there really is no trend
(that is assumption ofHo), we will only (mistakenly) report
trends 5 % of the time. The societal consequences of mak-
ing such a mistake is that we will prepare for a trend even
when it does not exist, which we term over-preparedness.
Shouldn’t society also be interested in the likelihood of
under-preparedness? Surely there are situations in which
society will regret having been under-prepared for conse-
quences of events that could have been avoided.

A statistical analysis of a null hypothesis of no trend,
termed Null-Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST), fo-
cuses only on our understanding of conditions of no trend,
because all such hypothesis tests were derived under condi-
tions of no trend. Thus the alternative hypothesis,HA , when
trends do exist, is usually ignored along with its probabil-
ity of occurrence known as the probability of a type II error,
termedβ. The decision matrix for the general trend detec-
tion decision problem is depicted in Fig. 1. In this context
statisticians would define the term “power” as the likelihood
of detecting a trend when it exists. Of particular concern to
us are the type II errors, which are entirely out of our con-
trol, because it is only the probability of a type I errorα

that can be specified in a hypothesis test. Here type II er-
rors (under-preparation) involve significant societal conse-
quences because they imply no societal response is necessary
when one is warranted.

Numerous fields including psychology, economics, social
sciences, meteorology and medical research have called into
question the value of NHST tests due to its focus on its de-
pendence upon a single, often arbitrary, significance levelα

(Ziliak and McCloskey, 2008; Cohen, 1994; and Nicholls,
2000). Cohn and Lin (2005) stated these concerns succinctly
when they said: “Because statistical tests are proof by con-
tradiction, any inconsistency between the null hypothesis
and the natural system can itself lead to rejection of the
null hypothesis.” Concerns over the use of NHST are now
widespread, though remarkably, none of those studies we
have reviewed dwell on the most important criticism of all,
that of ignoring the probability of type II errors, the central
theme of this commentary.

Criticisms about NHST are of vital concern to the fields of
geophysics, climate science, and water resources engineer-
ing, where the trend analysis could have an impact on major
infrastructure decisions. It is only very recently and rarely
that researchers have raised concern over the importance and
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Fig. 1. Decision matrix for the general trend detection decision
problem, with null hypothesisHo and alternate hypothesisHA
shown.

impacts of type II errors in the climate and hydrologic sci-
ences (Cohn and Lins, 2005; Trenberth, 2011; Morin, 2011;
Ziegler et al., 2003, 2005). Though those studies discussed
the importance of considering type II errors in the analysis
of trends, they did not consider the resulting impacts on in-
frastructure decisions and societal preparedness, as is the fo-
cus here. A type II error in the context of an infrastructure
decision implies under-preparedness, which is often an er-
ror much more costly to society than the type I error (over-
preparedness), which the NHST focuses on. Note that type II
errors corresponding to under-preparedness are paramount,
even in a stationary world as was rigorously shown by Ste-
dinger (1982) for risks posed by floods.

For example, the physical implication of a Type I or over-
preparedness error in adaptation decisions for flood manage-
ment is wasted money on unneeded infrastructure. The phys-
ical repercussions of a Type II or under-preparedness error,
on the other hand, are major flood damages due to inadequate
protection. Decision-makers are poorly served by statistical
and/or decision methods that do not carefully consider both
sources of error, which is a central point of this commentary.

2 The likelihood of societal preparedness for global
change

Societal planning in the context of natural hazards depends
critically on our ability to detect change when it exists, thus it
is important to understand the likelihood of both under- and
over-preparedness. In this section we approximate both the
type I and II error probabilities associated with trend tests in
an effort to acknowledge the tremendous uncertainty associ-
ated with our ability to discern trends from other natural in-
herent properties of earth system signals, such as persistence
(Cohn and Lins, 2005) and complications due to seasonal-
ity, censoring, change points and other issues (see Helsel and
Hirsch, 2002; Kropp and Schellnhuber, 2011). Helsel and
Hirsch (2002) provide a general background on trend tests

Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 1773–1778, 2013 www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/13/1773/2013/
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Fig. 2.Relationship between probability of societal under- and over-
preparedness,β andα, respectively, as a function of the goodness-
of-fit of the trend modelρ, and the length of recordn, used to fit the
trend model.

and how to improve their power, given the tremendous chal-
lenges associated with distinguishing between trends, sea-
sonality, and persistence. It can be quite challenging to dis-
cern stochastic persistence from a deterministic trend. For
example Cohn and Lins (2005) found that when an inappro-
priate trend test is used, the existence of long-term persis-
tence in a stochastic process can lead one to reject the null
hypothesis (conclude that a trend exists) when no trend is
present. Similarly, Douglas et al. (2000) document how ig-
noring cross-correlation among samples can lead one to con-
clude that many more samples exhibit trends than actually do
exhibit trends.

We employ a linear regression modely = β0 + β1x + ε

to characterize trends in some earth system state variable
of interest (or a transformation thereof, e.g. taking logs) as
a function of some other explanatory variable(s)x. Such a
model would reflect the conditional mean of the dependent
variabley as a function of some other measurable system
state, variablex, which ideally reflects a physical depen-
dency on the dependent variable over time. The explanatory
variablex might be time, carbon dioxide concentration, im-
pervious cover or other surrogates, and without any loss of
generality, our discussions and conclusions apply equally to
multiple linear regression models, which have several ex-
planatory variables. The trend hypothesis test is based on the
theoretical statistical properties of the estimate of the slope
termβ1. For example, Vogel et al. (2011) found that a linear
model relating the logarithm of instantaneous annual max-
imum streamflow to its year of occurrence provided an ex-
cellent approximation for thousands of river gauges across
the continental US. Even for highly nonlinear trends, ordi-
nary least squares (OLS) regression can often provide a good
approximation by employing the “ladder of powers” to lin-
earize the relationship. Mosteller and Tukey (1977) provide a
guide to selecting appropriate (and possibly different) power
transformations ofy andx using a plot ofy versusx and

their so-called “bulging rule” (also see Fig. 9.5 in Helsel and
Hirsch, 2002). Given the power transformationxθ , andyθ ,
going up the “ladder of powers” corresponds to settingθ > 1
(i.e.x2, x3, etc), and going down the ladder of powers means
settingθ < 1, (i.e. ln(x), 1/x,

√
x, etc.).

Interestingly, even though exact analytical expressions ex-
ist for computing the power (1− β) of a trend test based
on the use of OLS regression estimates of the trend term
in a linear model, we found it quite difficult to locate text-
books or primer papers which document such analyses. This
is especially surprising given the widespread use of linear re-
gression for performing trend analyses. Lettenmaier (1976)
and Dupont and Plummer (1990, 1998) describe an analyti-
cal calculation of the type II error probability (β) associated
with our estimate of the slope termβ1 for a linear regression.
The trend test amounts to a Student’st test on the estimated
value of β1 in a simple linear regression based on a sam-
ple of lengthn. Given the null hypothesisHo : β1 = 0 versus
the one-sided alternative hypothesisHA : β1 > 0 one can es-
timate the probability of a type I error,α, usingP

[
Tn−2 ≥ t

]
whereTn−2 denotes the Student’s t random variable with

n − 2 degrees of freedom andt = β̂1

/
σ̂

β̂1
whereβ̂1 is the

OLS estimate of the trend slope andσ̂
β̂1

is the standard devi-
ation of that estimate. Similarly, the probability of the type
II error β corresponding to a given value ofα can be es-
timated usingβ = P

(
Tn−2 ≤

(
t1−α,n−2 − δ

√
n
))

whereδ =

1
/√

1
ρ2 − 1, whereρ is the Pearson product moment corre-

lation coefficient betweenx andy andtα,n−2 is that value of
a Student’s t random variable withn − 2 degrees of freedom
and with an exceedance probability ofα. The values ofα and
β are inversely related to each other as shown in Fig. 2. In
fact, the relationship betweenα andβ only depends on the
value of the sample size,n, and the correlation coefficient,
ρ. Note that the dimensional trend termβ is related to the
nondimensional correlationρ via the relationβ = ρσy

/
σx

whereσx andσy are the standard deviation ofx andy, re-
spectively. No correlation implies no trend (β → 0 asρ → 0)

and a perfect correlationρ → 1 implies a trend term equal to
β = σy

/
σx .

Recall from Fig. 1 that the values ofα and β may be
interpreted as the probability of societal over- and under-
preparedness, respectively. As expected, we observe in Fig. 2
that to obtain a very low probability of under-preparedness,
one must either accept a fairly high probability of over-
preparedness, or, if the value ofn andρ are large, both prob-
abilities can be quite low. This result highlights the fact that
the only way to reduce both the under- and over-preparedness
probabilities is by either increasing the value ofρ through
improvements in our ability to perform trend detection, at-
tribution and prediction or by simply waiting long enough
(increasingn).

It must be emphasized that the over- and under-design
probability estimates,α andβ, respectively, are based on past

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/13/1773/2013/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 1773–1778, 2013
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observations and any extrapolation of past trends into the fu-
ture should be accompanied by associated prediction inter-
vals which account for the increasing uncertainty in future
trends due to data, model and parameter uncertainty. Further-
more, we recommend the use of physically based models for
forecasting future trends with very careful attention paid to
the stochastic properties of the error terms (see Vogel, 1999).
Nevertheless, the expression for the under-design probabil-
ity β shown above and illustrated in Fig. 2 depends critically
on the goodness-of-fitρ2 (or equivalentlyR2 for multivariate
models), associated with such trend models, thus reductions
in β will come from improved trend models.

3 Conclusions

It has long been known (Matalas et al., 1982) that “human
activity is inseparable from the natural system.” To advance
our understanding of and responses to the anticipated trends
in natural hazards resulting from such coupled systems, we
envision the following research and policy needs:

1. Develop new statistical hypothesis tests which are re-
sponsive to societal needs
We have documented in Fig. 1, that the most common
null hypothesis concerning trends in earth system state
variables is that of no trend. This is probably because
this null hypothesis is the one that is most commonly
reported in statistics textbooks, and is a good place to
begin such analyses. However, as Trenberth (2011) has
recently argued, we may already have enough evidence
of earth system changes that perhaps it is time to re-
verse the null hypothesis so that the type I error is de-
fined by the error of most concern to society: under-
preparedness. Such an approach involves the derivation
of new hypothesis tests which will likely require support
and input from the statistical sciences.

2. Ensure lasting agency commitments to observational
programs
Public agencies must focus on the continuity of data col-
lection and data management as the essential basis for
evaluating change. “Modeling should be used to synthe-
size observations; it can never replace them. In a non-
stationary world, continuity of observations is crucial.”
(Milly et al. 2008) It is imperative that we increase or at
least maintain long-term data collection and use those
data to help understand previous earth system changes,
thus improving our ability to predict future changes.

3. Improvements in trend detection, attribution and predic-
tion
Importantly, this commentary has shown in Fig. 2 that
improvements in societal preparedness against future
hazards are likely to come from associated improve-
ments in our ability to predict future changes in earth

system state variables. This point was shown quanti-
tatively in Fig. 2, because reductions in the likelihood
of both under- and over-preparedness errors can only
result from increases in either the goodness of fit of
trend models as measured by the correlation coefficient
ρ, or by waiting for additional information (increas-
ing sample size,n). Our ability to distinguish stochastic
persistence from deterministic trends is in its infancy
(Cohn and Lins, 2005). For individual samples, the ex-
istence of skewness, serial correlation, periodicities and
change points confound our ability to detect, attribute
and predict deterministic trends (Khaliq et al., 2009).
Spatial correlation further confounds our ability to esti-
mate the overall field significance which results from
combining multiple individual hypothesis tests (Dou-
glas et al., 2000). How one actually evaluates the overall
field significance associated with multiple hypothesis
tests (termed multiple comparison procedures by statis-
ticians) is a topic in need of further attention (see Vogel
et al., 2009, Sects. 6.4–6.8). Helsel and Hirsch (2002),
Khaliq et al. (2009); Kropp and Schellnhuber (2011)
and Sonali and Kumar (2013) provide an overview of
recent innovations in both parametric and nonparamet-
ric trend detection methods with attention given to most
of the above mentioned complications involving detec-
tion of trends. Earth systems evolve over space and time,
thus new theory and practical algorithms are needed to
address long term social and physical drivers and feed-
backs. New exploratory and statistical tools are needed
to sharpen our insights into the emergent properties of
such systems, and to guide modeling and prediction.

4. Improve education in statistics in the fields of natural
hazards and earth system sciences
We have highlighted that unlike the medical sciences
(Dupont and Plummer, 1990, 1998), earth system sci-
ence fields have not focused enough attention on the
important concept of power and type II errors when per-
forming trend and other hypothesis tests. Why is this so?
Could it be because most earth system scientists, whose
focus relates to data analysis have had only one course
in statistics at best? The first author has taught a course
in environmental statistics for over a decade and noticed
in this second course in statistics that the only way for
students to truly understand hypothesis tests is for them
to derive one themselves and to evaluate the resulting
power of the test to discriminate against important al-
ternative hypotheses. Such analyses would be difficult
in a first course in statistics. Greater attention should be
given to education of earth systems scientists in the dis-
cipline of the theory of data, known as statistics. Surely
those whose work is devoted to the collection, manage-
ment and analysis of data should have a deep founda-
tion in the theory of such information, a field known as
statistics.

Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 1773–1778, 2013 www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/13/1773/2013/
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The central task facing earth system scientists whose focus is
on natural hazards, is to help inform societal decisions about
water, energy, geophysical and ecosystem management that
will benefit the economic, social, and spiritual needs of future
generations. The study of change is at the very core of our
message, just as change must be at the very core of how we
approach the resource management challenges of the future
(Vogel, 2011).
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